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Part I

Words and perception
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Categorization
When is something a pot?

(Kempton 1984)
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Categorization
When is something a chair?

(http://www.ijdesign.org/ojs/index.php/IJDesign/article/view/1146/479)
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“Could you get a chair for us,
please?”
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“Could you get a chair for us,
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Ambiguity
Link to ULM-1

• Not just an intralinguistic problem

• . . . but also a problem of reference

• Perceptual context is useful for disambiguation
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Linking words to the world

How does the word boot points to an image of a boot?
How can a container object be descibed by the word pot?

Symbol Grounding
Relating words and external perceptual reality is a topic of
interest for philosophers, linguists and researchers in artificial
intelligence and cognitive neuroscience. (Harnad 1990)
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ULM-2
Studying the relation between words, concepts and perception

Multidisciplinary:

• Linguistics

• Psychology/Anthropology

• Machine learning

• Neuroscience
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Part II

Methods and theory
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Methods

• Tools from NLP, image & sound processing
→ Putting current state of the art in perspective

• Behavioral data

• Brain imaging data
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Central metaphor

• Conceptual spaces (Gärdenfors 2000, 2004)

• Words map to points or regions in conceptual space
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Conceptual spaces
Color
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Conceptual spaces
Taste

sweet

bitter

sour

saline
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Part III

From theory to practice
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Text-based space
You shall know a word by the company it keeps!

(Lund & Burgess 1996, Landauer & Dumais 1997, Baroni & Lenci

2010)
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Image-based space
That’s where perception kicks in!

(Bruni et al. 2012, 2014)
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Image-based space
A vector space for visual meaning

(Bruni et al. 2012, 2014)
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Relating spaces
comparing and combining

a problem of cross-modal learning (?)
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Relating spaces
some solutions from the IT department

• linear mapping based on
geometrical transformation

• linear similarity analysis based
on correlation (eg: RSA)

• learning joint representations
using Artificial Neural
Networks

• ...

many possible approaches, but are they good models of
cognition?... and the brain?
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Semantics in the brain
the point of reference for the reference machine
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Semantics in the brain
modal areas
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Semantics in the brain
multimodal integration
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Semantics in the brain
language network
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Semantics in the brain
Why should we bother?

(Mitchell et al. 2008, Devereux et al. 2010, Chang et al. 2011)
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Semantics in the brain
comparing brain and computational spaces

(Anderson et al. 2013)
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Semantics in the brain
Open questions

Multimodality: are multimodal
models similar to convergence
zones?
Embodiment vs. disembodi-
ment: is all about perception and
integration or is there something
else? Can lexical models tell some-
thing about it? (Mitchell et al. 2008)
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Part IV

Current and future work
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Current work: sound

• SoundNet: creating a database of sounds

• Sound-based semantic modeling
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Sound
What do we know?

• There are many words for sounds:
susurrus, blare, zing, clop, honk, sough, glug, splosh, blow,
blast, tweet, tinkle, clitter, stridulate, thump, snap, whack,
clank, skreak, crash, patter, song, beat, burble, clang, whistle,
chirrup, snarl, strum, squeak, tick, knock, rustle, whish,
plunk, cry, whir, bong, clack, gargle, sigh, crackle, whiz,
chime, click, bang, purl, squelch, crunch, twang, bleep,
grumble, step, murmur, sing, chink, quack, drum, rumble,
roar, screech, brattle, buzz, clump, scranch, ding, splash,
thrum, tap, ring, ting, beep, zizz, swoosh, jingle, bubble,
chug, sizzle, hum, crack, mutter, toot, vroom

• Sounds are categorized by:
I their source (e.g. animal sounds)
I the action producing them (hit, thump)
I their structure (next slides)
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Sound structure
‘vertical’

parameter value explanation examples

intensity high wide amplitude bang, roar
low narrow amplitude rustle, crackle

timbre bright high pitch or high overtones click, clink
dark low pitch or low overtones clack, clank

quality musical periodic vibration ring, whistle
noise aperiodic vibration hiss

(Lehmann 2003)
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Sound structure
‘horizontal’

temporal structure examples

single impulse crack, bang, clang
single impulse, repeated by default bark, knock, ring
iteration of distinct instances cluck, clack
high iteration frequency rattle, jingle, crackle
vibrating buzz, drone, creak
continuous, simplex hiss, whistle

(Lehmann 2003)
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Going digital
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SoundNet
A linguistically annotated sound database

Goals:

• Get a representative set of sounds

• Provide uniform annotations

• Link sounds to related (WordNet) concepts
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A sound-based space
images...
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A sound-based space
and now sounds!
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Plans for the future

• Video for multimodal semantics of motion and action

• Predicting concreteness:
I from text
I from multimodal distributional semantics
I from the brain
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Thank you!
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